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moreover, the studies that we have carried out in our group have shown that some players had developed a skill that we did not know they had, such as the
ability to distinguish between frequencies that are close to one another, such as the ability to distinguish between the sound of the whistle and the sound of
the drum, or even the ability to distinguish between the sound of a ball and the sound of the steps of the opponent, which enables the player to anticipate

when the opponent will be approaching the ball. all these abilities are very important in sports since they allow the player to anticipate what the opponent is
going to do and avoid the action that the opponent is going to make. gary burton, the hollywood reporter: the mystery of the ear (el secreto de sus ojos) will
take the audience on a journey as gripping as any thriller, but its message is just as compelling and appealing. thus, although the brain of an elite player is

formed with the available genetic and environmental stimuli, this is not enough to explain the tremendous ability that a professional football player can
show on the field, due to the continuous training and guidance he receives throughout his career, which allow him to surpass the limits of his biological

potential. as the patient has a well-structured brain, with a superior cognitive function, he can constantly develop his skills and improve his game, and thus
the continuous repetition of stimuli and training allows him to improve his technique and skills at a greater rate than the majority of players. for example,

the training that a player receives from his coaches, or his quality of life, and the way he takes care of his diet and his rest is part of the continuous stimulus
that will allow him to perform better in the field.
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on the other hand, it would be interesting to study how brain damage affects the cognitive flexibility of players. for example, if the network of the players is
damaged, in addition to being unable to control their automatic behavior, they will also be unable to adapt to the novelty of the game they are playing.
there are some scientific studies that have shown the importance of physical practice in athletic performance, and the influence of physical exercise on

brain plasticity and regeneration of the brain. for example, if we take a look at the career of the brazilian footballer ronaldo in the past few years, we can
observe that this player has exercised rigorously and has had very systematic training. in contrast, the careers of other players such as cristiano ronaldo’s
brother and teammate(18), or players such as lionel messi, have been sporadic, not sufficiently long, or very inaccurate. in addition, i think it is interesting
to know how the cognitive function of the brain works in people who are born with down syndrome, and whether or not the sports players are born with an

overactive brain that would enable them to excel in sports or if they have to be trained. that being so, we can understand that the most important cognitive
factor that we would have to focus on to improve the performance of the player is the ability to inhibit the automatic responses of the brain and instead to

control the same through the cognitive control systems, and that would make the player able to respond in a non-automatic way. however, it is also
necessary to understand that the players brain is not only a physical element, but is also a virtual one, and that a learning process requires the production

of artificial neural networks, while learning occurs by the production of artificial synapses. 5ec8ef588b
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